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ABSTRACT 21 
 22 
SIMLIDAR is an application developed in C++ that generates an artificial orchard using 23 
a Lindenmayer system. The application simulates the lateral interaction between the 24 
artificial orchard and a laser scanner or LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging). To best 25 
highlight the unique qualities of the LIDAR simulation, this work focuses on apple trees 26 
without leaves, i.e. the woody structure. The objective is to simulate a terrestrial laser 27 
sensor (LIDAR) when applied to different artificially created orchards and compare the 28 
simulated characteristics of trees with the parameters obtained with the LIDAR. The 29 
scanner is mounted on a virtual tractor and measures the distance between the origin of 30 
the laser beam and the nearby plant object. This measurement is taken with an angular 31 
scan in a plane which is perpendicular to the route of the virtual tractor. SIMLIDAR 32 
determines the distance measured in a bi-dimensional matrix N×M, where N is the 33 
number of angular scans and M is the number of steps in the tractor route. In order to 34 
test the data and performance of SIMLIDAR, the simulation has been applied to 42 35 
different artificial orchards. After previously defining and calculating two vegetative 36 
parameters (wood area and wood projected area) of the simulated trees, a good 37 
correlation (R
2
=0.70-0.80) was found between these characteristics and the wood area 38 
detected (impacted) by the laser beam. The designed software can be valuable in 39 
horticulture for estimating biomass and optimising the pesticide treatments that are 40 
performed in winter.   41 
 42 
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 49 
Variable Description 
cba ,,  A point of mesh that model the laser beam, taken a, b, c values 
from 1 to P + 1. 
AIM Impacted area, m
2
. 
APR Projected wood area, m
2
. 
d
 
Diameter of a branch. 
md  
Minimum branch diameter. 
  Angle increase between two scan. 
r  Distance increase along the laser beam. 
y  Cross-sectional advance increase of the tractor. 
H
 
Turtle’s heading. 
h  Height of a cylindrical branch. 
0h  Height of the axiom branch. 
thi  Generation cycle in an L-system substitutions process. 
L
 
Turtle left direction. 
Laser beam One of the beams in a ‘scan’ 
ijl  Measured distance where i = 1, …, N and j = 1, …, M, given 
that N is the number of angular scans and M is the number of 
steps in the tractor route. 
n
 
Number of branches. 
Nb
 
Number of active buds 
in  Number of branches in the 
thi  substitution. 
Ns
 
Number of substitutions or production done in the L-system. 
P Precision used to determinate a three dimensional mesh that 
model the laser beam. The number of points of the mesh is 
 31P . 

 
The angle of a particular sampling beam in the scan , separated 
by   from the previous scan 
r
 
Distance along the laser beam. 
S Production or sequence of substitutions in a L-system. 
Scan A vertical sweep done with the scan. 
U
 
Turtle up direction. 
VL Wood volume. 
  The alphabet of the L-system. 
W Initial axiom in a L-system. 
x  The lateral distance, from the scanner positioned in the 
interrow, in the model. 
0x  
The distance of the laser in front of the ground. 
y
 
Cross-sectional advance in the OY axis. 
z  Height coordinate in the model. 
0z
 
The height of the laser above the ground. 
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 50 
 51 
INTRODUCTION 52 
Light detection and ranging (LIDAR) is an active remote sensing technique that uses a 53 
laser beam for different applications. The LIDAR measures the distance between the 54 
sensor and a target, based on two methods. Measurement of this distance can be based 55 
either on the time which elapses between the emission and the return of laser pulses 56 
(time-of-flight method) or on trigonometry (optical-probe or light-section methods) in 57 
order for 3-D information about the target to be obtained. In the case of portable 58 
ground-based applications, scanning is commonly used for the measurements because it 59 
allows more efficient data collection than the non-scanning alternative (Henning and 60 
Radtke, 2006; Hosoi and Omasa, 2006). 61 
 62 
The use of LIDAR in agriculture is relatively recent. Among the most interesting 63 
applications are canopy measurements of different trees (Brandtberg et al., 2003; Parker 64 
et al., 2004; Holmgren and Persson, 2004; Omasa et al., 2007; Hosoi et al., 2005; 65 
Hosoi and Omasa, 2006; Maltamo et al., 2004; Lefsky et al., 1999; Riaño et al., 2004), 66 
the evaluation of vegetative parameters in tree crops (Tumbo et al., 2002; Wei and 67 
Salyani, 2004 and 2005) and herbaceous crops (Tucker et al., 1985; DeFries et al., 68 
1999), the obtaining of 3-D images of trees (Rosell et al., 2009a), the estimation of the 69 
foliar surface area in fruit trees and vineyards (Rosell et al., 2009b; Arnó et al., 2006; 70 
Palacín et al., 2007), the development of agricultural robots (Monta et al., 2004), and its 71 
use as a navigational sensor in automatic-guided systems in tractors and agricultural 72 
machinery (Mizrach et al., 1994; Chateau et al., 2000; Subramanian et al., 2006; 73 
Barawid et al., 2007). However, in the existing scientific literature there is very little 74 
information which addresses the technical characteristics and the real potential of this 75 
type of commercial sensor (Lee and Ehsani, 2007). 76 
  77 
LIDAR technology has become an excellent piece of equipment for the rapid geometric 78 
parameterisation of trees and for determining the indexes or vegetative parameters of a 79 
tree. Walklate et al., (1997 and 2002) offer an interesting methodology to calculate 80 
diverse geometric parameters and structures in apple trees. They obtain this data by 81 
means of the probabilistic interpretation of the light emitted by the sensor when it 82 
interacts with vegetation. However, the methodology proposed by Walklate et al. 83 
(2002) does not seem to be the most appropriate for crops with high vegetative density 84 
(those which make it difficult for light to penetrate), which occurs with some types of 85 
citrus crops and certain cereal crops. Nevertheless, the use of LIDAR in field tests is 86 
necessary for the characterisation of trees in the absence of a vegetation simulator. To 87 
solve this problem, it would be useful to have a software application capable of 88 
simulating simultaneously the trees and the operation of the LIDAR. The main goal of 89 
this study has been to develop a computer application (SIMLIDAR) that allows the 90 
simulation of a terrestrial laser sensor (LIDAR) when applied to different artificially 91 
created orchards, and compare the simulated characteristics of trees with the parameters 92 
obtained with the LIDAR. Working initially with leafless trees, the aim was to test 93 
whether the wood area detected (impacted) by the LIDAR correlates well with the total 94 
wood area (or volume) of virtual orchards.  95 
 96 
Tarquis, Méndez and Walklate et al. (2006) introduced a new methodology for 97 
estimation of the laser target area of an orchard. The final result of the process is a target 98 
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distance matrix and its bi-dimensional graphic. In this initial work two independent 99 
processes were used, one to obtain the orchard model from an L-system and the other to 100 
obtain the laser target area.  In the current work all the tasks have been integrated into a 101 
single system, which is used to obtain both the orchard model and the subsequent laser 102 
target area estimation. In addition, the vegetative measures have been extended and a 103 
study undertaken of the correlations between them. The architecture of the process has 104 
been designed to allow new plant objects such as leaves to be included, as well as other 105 
kinds of plants, such as the vine. 106 
 107 
A laser scanner measures the distance to a group of objects over various dimensions 108 
(advance direction, transversal sweep, and angular sweep). The computer application 109 
SIMLIDAR (acronym for LIDAR simulation) generates an orchard and obtains a 110 
simulation of the LIDAR operation giving the value of the distance in each laser 111 
position. Instead of simulating a stochastic laser beam interception, as proposed by Kim 112 
(2009), a non-stochastic interception is used. In order to verify its results more 113 
accurately, SIMLIDAR has initially been used to study apple tree orchards which only 114 
have a wood structure. For the generation (simulation) of trees, several authors have 115 
used the Lindenmayer system (L-system) (Lindenmayer 1968; Frijters, 1974; 116 
Prusinkiewicz, 1987; Prusinkiewicz et al, 1988; Prusinkiewicz and Hanan, 1990 a; 117 
Prusinkiewicz et al, 2000; Costes et al, 2008). This system, suitably adapted to orchards, 118 
has also been adopted here. It is expected that SIMLIDAR can be used for diverse 119 
applications. Since the software can generate numerical simulations in orchards, it could 120 
be very useful for the study of different vegetative measures of interest in fruit growing. 121 
One of the objectives of this work was to verify whether the impacted area correlated 122 
with the projected area as well as with the total wood area and volume. 123 
 124 
 125 
 126 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 127 
 128 
SIMLIDAR is an object-oriented application developed in Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0. It 129 
was developed to test the viability of determining the LIDAR indices of a canopy by 130 
computer simulation. It generates canopy geometry using a Lindenmayer system (L-131 
system) which makes it possible to obtain a realistic geometry that is variable using 132 
different plant parameters (number of iterations, angle, rotation, pruning, radius of the 133 
smallest branch). An open L-system model (Tarquis and González-Andrés, 1995; 134 
Tarquis et al, 2006) was used to produce a geometric description of the branching 135 
pattern for a typical pre-blossom tree structure. In MAppleT, L-systems have been used 136 
to simulate an orchard (Costes et al, 2008). The graphic representation of the orchard is 137 
shown with a three-dimensional scene developed with the OpenGL™ 1.0 library 138 
(OpenGL, 1997 and Rogelberg, 1992), which is included in Visual C++. In addition, 139 
generic functions such as zoom, rotation, translation and printing of the scene are also 140 
included. 141 
 142 
SIMLIDAR provides the distance between the laser beam origin and the nearby plant 143 
object. This measurement is calculated by simulating an angular scan over the plane 144 
perpendicular to the route of the tractor. A different scan precision can be simulated by 145 
changing the parameters. The goal is to have a tool to obtain a numerical simulation of 146 
LIDAR scanning in different orchards. These simulations allow rapid verification of the 147 
performance of different vegetative measurements without having to wait for expensive 148 
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experimental studies. Numerical simulation also enables vegetative measurements to be 149 
obtained more easily and with greater precision. The originality of this study lies in the 150 
fact that its core work focuses on numerical simulation of LIDAR scanning. An L-151 
system is used to obtain the virtual orchard. In addition, SIMLIDAR is a proprietary 152 
development that does not use any third party software except Visual C++. 153 
 154 
The LIDAR simulation stores the measured distance in a bi-dimensional matrix ( ijl ) 155 
where i = 1, …, N and j = 1, …, M, with N being the number of angular scans and M 156 
the number of steps in the tractor route. This matrix is represented using a two-157 
dimensional graphic with a colour guideline which corresponds to the distance 158 
measured. 159 
 160 
1 L-system process for generating and modelling artificial orchards 161 
An L-system is a technique for defining complex objects by successively replacing parts 162 
of a simple initial object using a set of rewriting rules or productions. A classic example 163 
of a graphical object defined in terms of rewriting rules was proposed by von Koch 164 
(1905). Using rewriting systems which operate on character strings, Chomsky (1956) 165 
introduced the concept of formal grammar. The essential difference between Chomsky 166 
grammars and L-systems (Lindenmayer, 1968) lies in the method of applying 167 
productions. In Chomsky grammars, the productions are applied sequentially, whereas 168 
in L-systems they are applied in parallel and simultaneously replace all letters in a given 169 
word. L-system productions can therefore be used to capture cell divisions in 170 
multicellular organisms, where many divisions may occur at the same time. 171 
 172 
The rewriting process starts from a distinguished string called the axiom. In the first 173 
derivation step, each letter of the axiom is replaced according to the productions or 174 
substitution rules. The axiom becomes a new word where it will apply the productions 175 
in the second and following derivation steps. 176 
 177 
The L-system is an alphabetic string, where each letter of the alphabet represents the 178 
movement of an imaginary turtle that describes the tree. An iterative substitution 179 
process is used to obtain the final string of an L-system. The process starts with an 180 
initial axiom which is a short string that represents a budding tree. In each iterative step 181 
the active bud is replaced by a new branch structure so, for example, active bud and 182 
branch are letters of the alphabet. The final string is translated to a virtual three-183 
dimensional tree following the movement rules of the alphabet. In Table 1, some easy 184 
examples of L-system strings are shown. 185 
 186 
The virtual production of the plant model has two steps. The first step is to develop a 187 
grammar and the second step is to interpret this grammar and produce the final plant 188 
model. Sipser (1997) describes the L-System method grammar as a collection of 189 
substitution rules or productions. A substitution comprises a symbol, an arrow and a 190 
string. The symbol is a single variable, usually represented in capital letters. The string 191 
consists of variables (also in capital letters) and other symbols called terminals. The 192 
entire set of variables is referred to as the alphabet (  ) of the system. Terminals can be 193 
lowercase letters, numbers or special symbols. The grammar is used to describe a 194 
language in the following manner. There is a start variable, called the axiom. This 195 
axiom (w) initialises a string, where all the substitutions will be done; this string is 196 
called the derivation string. The symbol to the left (referred to as the predecessor) of 197 
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each substitution rule or production is replaced with the symbol to the right (called the 198 
successor) of that rule or production in the derivation string. The symbol is replaced as 199 
many times as it appears. This process is completed for each production. The finite set 200 
of all productions is known as P. The cycle or sequence of substitutions (S) is 201 
performed n times to obtain the final derivation string. Each time is referred to as one 202 
generation. 203 
 204 
Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer (1990) define a deterministic L-system as a triplet { , 205 
w, S}. In order to get a non-stochastic apple tree, SIMLIDAR uses the following L-206 
system grammar: 207 
 208 
Alphabet ( ): {F, I, [, ], +, -, R, r} 209 
Axiom (w): F 210 
Productions (S): {F → InIn[r+InIn+F]In[R-InF]InF} 211 
 212 
The geometric representation of all the variables used in the alphabet is in Table 2. In 213 
the productions predecessor there is a terminal, referred to as the n terminal, which is 214 
the axis order of every branch according to the biological terminology of Reffye (1988). 215 
The length of growth units and the thickness of each branch tend to decrease for higher-216 
order axes (Fig 1). The final derivation string for 2 and 3 generation cycles are shown in 217 
Table 1. To obtain a more realistic effect, SIMLIDAR obtains the following stochastic 218 
L-system grammar, where each production can be selected with approximately the same 219 
probability of 1/3. 220 
 221 
Alphabet ( ): {F, I, [, ], +, -, R, r} 222 
Axiom (w): F 223 
Productions (S): 224 
s1: F 
33.
 InIn[r+InIn+F]In[RR-InF]InF 225 
s2: F 
33.
 In[r+InF]In[rr-InF]In[r+InF]F 226 
s3: F 
33.
 In[r+InF]In[R-InF]In[RR+InF]F 227 
 228 
For the 
thi  generation cycle, the following series of mathematical equations were 229 
applied: the number of branch elements )1(  ii NbNsn  with Ns  the number of 230 
substitutions or cumulative branch generation, Nb  the number of active buds and with 231 
length 
)1(
0
2 

ii
h
h , where 
0h  is the branch element length of the initial axiom.  232 
Furthermore, to simulate the detailed geometry of a tree structure, the stick-like 233 
branches are replaced by cylinders of diameter 
i
dNs
d mi  , where md  is the minimum 234 
branch diameter and m is the cumulative branch generation.  235 
 236 
Turtle geometry (Abelson and diSessa, 1982) is used to interpret the L-System. A turtle 237 
is a drawing cursor in 3D with two parameters, that of a position and a heading. The 238 
output derivation string, obtained with L-System grammar, contains turtle command as 239 
an intrinsic geometry. Every grammar variable is a turtle command (Table 2). The 240 
current orientation of the turtle in space is represented by three vectors indicating the 241 
turtle’s heading ( H ), the direction to the left ( L ), and the up direction (U ), as 242 
described by Abelson and diSessa (1982). H  rolling is not used in SIMLIDAR since a 243 
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cylinder does not change its position by rotating through its central axis. These 244 
commands can be used to create topological objects which Prusinkiewicz and 245 
Lindenmayer (1990) refer to as axial trees; they are an extension of the rooted trees 246 
from graph theory.  247 
 248 
Specific C++ classes have been developed to address each object in plant modelling. 249 
The three-dimensional scene of plant modelling is represented in SIMLIDAR using the 250 
standard Open GL (OpenGL, 1997). The standard Open GL function is implemented to 251 
allow the SIMLIDAR desktop to rotate, scale or translate the 3D scene. A tree branch is 252 
represented in the model by a cylindrical straight trunk, which is determined by 253 
knowing the coordinates in A
3
 points (
inix , iniy , iniz ) and ( finx , finy , finz ), and the 254 
diameter d of the cylinder. The F variable of the grammar, which represents a leaf in the 255 
plant model, is not interpreted by SIMLIDAR in order to allow a more direct testing of 256 
the scanning process and because the foliar density of the L-system model could 257 
interfere in the results discussion. Finally, an optional pruning process is included in the 258 
interpretation step. Assuming that all the down-sloping branches must be pruned, all 259 
branches where the position of the turtle descends with respect to the OZ axis are 260 
removed. 261 
 262 
2 Scanner simulation 263 
The SIMLIDAR application allows for simulation of a laser scanner (LIDAR) applied 264 
to virtual plant modelling. It simulates a virtual tractor-mounted LIDAR that advances 265 
along the OY axis in the row of the orchard, scanning the plant model in an angular 266 
movement in the XZ plane.  267 
 268 
The way to simulate the scanning process is by making 3 independent movements. 269 
There is a cross-sectional advance along the OY axis from starting point 1y , carrying out 270 
successive incremental advances of y , given y  as a parameter of the simulation. 271 
There is then an angular advance ( ) at a given position of the OY axis ( iy ) between 272 
two fixed angular values ( min and  max), advancing incrementally by  , which is also 273 
a parameter of the program. In this case,  min and  max are calculated from the laser 274 
beam position and the maximum plant height in each displacement of iy . Finally, at 275 
each position ( iy , k ), a virtual laser beam is directed into the orchard and a rectilinear 276 
and radial movement is simulated.  277 
 278 
When the laser beam reaches an element of the modelled plant, the distance between the 279 
modelled plant and the laser origin is stored. If the laser beam is not intercepted by the 280 
plant, it may be intercepted by the ground (when   < 0) or in some cases it may not be 281 
intercepted at all (when   > 0). In the first case the distance to the ground is recorded 282 
and in the second case an escape distance is recorded (a constant of SIMLIDAR is used 283 
with a distance much greater than any possible interception). The result of the 284 
simulation is a matrix L where each kil ,  element is the laser beam distance of the plant 285 
model in each ( iy , k ) laser position. It is possible to represent the measurement 286 
obtained by the laser simulation in a two-dimensional graph by selecting different 287 
colours for each range of scan distances. The visual matching of the 3D plant model 288 
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with the 2D scanning graph representation results in a gross verification of the scan 289 
process (Fig 2). 290 
 291 
SIMLIDAR supplies other vegetative measurements directly from the virtual plant 292 
model: total wood volume, VL, directly measured from the cylindrical branch model; 293 
total wood area, AL, also directly measured from the cylindrical branch model; projected 294 
wood area, APR, the area of each cylindrical element projected over the current UL  295 
plane of the cylinder (Fig 3), or in other words the projection of each branch on a plane 296 
facing the LIDAR. When a laser beam hits a branch, the impacted area is considered to 297 
be the projection on the YZ plane obtained by the following equation: 298 
       jijjiji lzlzy  sinsin 00      [1]  299 
where 0z  is the height of the laser above the ground, and ijl , i  are the distance and the 300 
impact angle, respectively. As such, the total detected (impacted) area will be equal to 301 
        
ji
jijjijiIM lzlzyA
,
00 sinsin     [2] 302 
 303 
The tree projected area on the incidence plane is defined as the maximum area that can 304 
be impacted in each one of the plant branches. For a cylindrical branch with height h 305 
and diameter d, this area can be measured as hd  , and the projected wood area of all 306 
the tree’s wood structures can be measured as:  307 



n
i
iiPR hdA
1
 or 



n
i
i
PR
d
A
1
2
4

      [3]  308 
if the base of the cylinder faces the LIDAR. As a result, AIM ≤ APR . Finally, the area and 309 
volume of the wood structure of the cylindrical elements can be measured using the 310 
following two formulas:  311 



n
i
iiL hdA
1

        
[4]  312 
gives the total wood area, and  313 




n
i
ii
L
hd
V
1
2
4

 
        [5]  314 
gives the total wood volume.
 
315 
2.1 Cross-sectional advance of LIDAR 316 
To obtain the LIDAR measurements with an instrument, a scanning laser beam must 317 
cross the orchard in a cross-sectional manner. It is generally understood that this sensor 318 
advances along the OY axis (Fig 4). The scanner is positioned in the transversal axis 319 
and moves its viewfinder angularly while carrying out a complete sweep of the orchard. 320 
The cross-sectional advance along the OY axis takes place in constant increases of y  321 
after each complete angular sweep. In each iteration y increases by a constant value of 322 
y ; in an i-iteration we will have a value of y equal to: 323 
yiyyi  )1(1  for 








y
yMinyMax
IntNgivenNi
)()(
1  [6] 324 
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where N is the number of complete scans performed while the scanner crosses the 325 
orchard. 326 
 327 
2.2 Angular advance of LIDAR 328 
A full angular sweep   takes place with constant angular increases between the 329 
minimum and maximum angle values. The angular value in the kth-iteration is: 330 
  )1(1 kk  for 









 )()(
1
MinMax
IntMgivenMk    [7] 331 
It is possible to calculate the minimum and maximum value of  with the following 332 
formula (Fig 4): 333 
 334 
 
 
  

















0
0
0
0
1
tan)(
tan)(
xxMax
zzMax
aMax
xxMax
z
aMin
M

      [8]
 335 
 336 
The number of laser beams is the product of MN  which defines the matrix L with 337 
elements kil , . The laser beam has an angular resolution,  , that can be changed in 338 
SIMLIDAR by the user. The height of the impact will depend on both   and the 339 
impact distance stored in kil ,  (equation 14). 340 
 341 
2.3 Angular sweeping of LIDAR 342 
 For any given position of a simple laser beam (given by iy , k ), any cylindrical 343 
branches or objects will be intercepted by the path of the laser beam when 344 
)()( yMaxyyMin i   given that )(yMin  and )(yMax  are the minimum and maximum 345 
of the y coordinate and that each considers either the cylindrical objects or the branches. 346 
 347 
The )(xMin  and )(xMax extremes of the cylinder/branch object project the angle  k  on 348 
the OZ axis at: 349 
)tan(
)(
)tan(
)(
0
0max
0
0min
k
k
xMaxx
zz
xMinx
zz






       
[9]  350 
The cylindrical object or branch object can intersect the direction k when the 351 
projection of the Min(x) and Max(x) ends on OZ (zmin and zmax) and intersects with the 352 
ends of the branch object in the OZ direction (Min(z) and Max(z)), or if it fulfils either 353 
of the following conditions: 354 
)(
)(
max
min
zMinz
zMaxz


         
[10] 355 
 356 
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Based on the projection of the branch outline in the direction 
k , once it is detected that 357 
an intersection could exist (Fig 4), the program executes a radial approach between the 358 
two values of the radius (an initial value 1r  and a final value Pr ): 359 
0
)cos(
)(
0
)cos(
)(
0
0
1








k
k
P
k
k
Given
xMaxx
r
Given
xMaxx
r




 
       [11] 360 
 361 
If the value of 0k  , the previous equations are: 362 
 363 
0
)cos(
)(
0
)cos(
)(
0
0
1








k
k
P
k
k
Given
xMaxx
r
Given
xMaxx
r




       
[12] 364 
 365 
For each branch object where an intersection could occur, the following radial sweep 366 
takes place  367 
Pjjj rrrwithrrr   11         
[13] 368 
 369 
In each position defined by iy  k  jr , the existence of the exact intersection between 370 
the laser beam and the branch object will need to be verified. The laser beam is defined 371 
by the position iy , k  , jr  and the elementary increases of y , r , r . 372 
 373 
3 Interaction between the laser beam and the virtual orchard  374 
In a sweep-carried process, the end of the laser beam has a discreet minimum volume 375 
( rry   ). The intersection of each laser beam with a tree branch has also been 376 
evaluated. Due to the position of the cross-sectional advance ( iy ) and the angle of 377 
simple scan ( k ), a complete radial route takes place (from the values 1r  to Pr ). For 378 
each radial position jr  ( Pj rrr 1 ), SIMLIDAR is able to obtain the geometric 379 
characteristics of the laser beam and compares them to all the objects of the tree. Since 380 
the search extends from 1 to n , where n  is the total number of branches in the model, 381 
an intersection occurs between the parallelepiped laser beam outline and the outline of 382 
each branch. In order to improve the timing of the process, SIMLIDAR obtains a 383 
verification before the intersection outline. 384 
 385 
3.1 Dot matrix that represents the laser beam 386 
The modelled laser beam object is a cylindrical sector with dimensions rry   . In 387 
this cylindrical sector, the possible intersection with the cylindrical trunk that represents 388 
the branch must be found. The laser beam cylindrical sector is reduced to a dot matrix. 389 
The intersection between the laser beam and the branch is represented by an inner point 390 
problem between the branch cylindrical sector and a point. The possibility of 391 
intersection is considered if one of the points on the dot matrix is within the branch. 392 
  
 11 
 393 
The configuration of the dot matrix is based on a whole number that denominates 394 
precision ( P ); SIMLIDAR takes a particular precision, 2P . The number of points of 395 
the matrix is  31P , which in the case of P = 2 results in a value of 27 points of 396 
verification. It has been verified empirically that there is no significant change in the 397 
simulation results when P  changes from a value of 2 to a value of 3; for this reason the 398 
lower value is adopted. The coordinates can be represented as a cubic matrix that has a 399 
dimension of 1P . The index of the elements of the dot matrix is shown as superscript; 400 
the letters of the index are a, b, c. A generic element of the dot matrix is 401 
   cbacbacbacba zyxzyx ,,,,,,,,   with 11  Pa , 11  Pb  and 11  Pc . 402 
The value of a generic point of the matrix is: 403 
 404 
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 406 
where ( 0x , 0z ) is the origin axis of the LIDAR and ( iy , k , jr ) is the current laser 407 
beam position. 408 
 409 
3.2 Inner Point to a cylindrical trunk 410 
In SIMLIDAR an intersection between the laser beam and a branch occurs when one of 411 
the points of the matrix   cbazyx ,, intersects with one of the cylindrical trunks that 412 
represents a branch set. A point   cbazyx ,, which is within the trunk cylinder must 413 
fulfil the following two conditions. First, the point  zyx  must be found within the 414 
region of A3 relative to the planes which are orthogonal to the axis of the cylinder ( 1  415 
and 2 ) and which pass through the end points  111 zyx  and  222 zyx . Second, 416 
the distance from   zyx   to the axis of the cylinder must be smaller than or equal 417 
to the radius r. 418 
 419 
4 SIMLIDAR parameters 420 
The L-System process for plant modelling can be managed with several parameters.  421 
The various parameters correspond to different orchard models. These parameters are:  422 
 423 
 Type of tree: in this work, the type of tree is set to “Apple”, but it would be 424 
possible to select other virtual plant models (for example, vineyard). The L-425 
System grammar used depends on these parameters. 426 
 Number of iterations: the maximum number of generations or times that the 427 
axiom is replaced with the production rules. 428 
 Angle: the value in degrees that increases or decreases as the turtle heads 429 
through the L  axis with the commands + and –. 430 
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 Rotation: the value in degrees that increases or decreases as the turtle heads 431 
through the U  axis with the commands T and t.  432 
 Diameter of the smallest branch: the diameter of the minimum branch order 433 
according to the biological terminology (de Reffye et al., 1988).  434 
 Number of trees in the orchard:  the number of trees generated in the orchard. If 435 
the stochastic option is selected, all the trees will be different. 436 
 Pruning: if pruning is selected, all the down-sloping branches will be removed 437 
from the plant model. 438 
 Stochastic: if the stochastic option is selected, a set of probabilistic productions 439 
are used in the L-System grammar. 440 
 441 
In addition, SIMLIDAR can manage the precision of the scanning process by means of 442 
the following parameters: 443 
 444 
 Laser beam position: this allows the  00 zx  axis position along which the 445 
virtual scanner is moving to be set. 446 
 Cross-sectional advance increase: this allows the distance interval that increases 447 
the y position of the scanner to be set. 448 
 Angular advance increase: sets the angular interval (in degrees) that increases 449 
the   position of the scanner. 450 
 Distance along the laser beam increase: sets the distance interval that increases 451 
the r position of the laser beam. It is the resolution in determining intersections 452 
along the laser beam.  453 
 Gap parameter: allows a gap to be set in the cross-sectional advance in which 454 
the scanner process is omitted. If it has 0 value, a full scan is done. Jumps are 455 
simulated in the scan, in order to allow the tractor to move forward without 456 
scanning over the orchard in this particular cross-sectional advance. This 457 
parameter tidies up the combined effect of tractor forward speed and scanning 458 
speed. Scanning speed is zero in the virtual simulation and the forward speed 459 
has no impact, with the gap parameter replacing both. 460 
 461 
5 Tests to evaluate the SIMLIDAR application  462 
Forty two different virtual orchards have been developed to check different vegetative 463 
measurements relative to the 2D scanning results. To configure the plant geometry, we 464 
used the following grammar and interpretation parameters: 465 
 466 
 Number of iterations: 4, 5, 6, 7 467 
 Angle: 20º 468 
 Rotation: 20º 469 
 Diameter of the smallest branch: 5, 6 and 7 470 
 Number of trees in the orchard: 1 and 4 471 
 Pruning and not pruning 472 
 Stochastic and non-stochastic 473 
  474 
The parameters used in the scanning process were: 475 
 476 
 Laser beam axis position: xO = 1 m,  yO = 1 m 477 
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 Cross-sectional advance increase: ∆y = 0.002 m 478 
 Radial advance increase: ∆r = 0.002 m 479 
 Angular advance increase: ∆= 0.25º 480 
 481 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 482 
In the simulations performed, a good linear correlation has been found between IMA , 483 
PRA  and LA (Fig 5 and 6): 484 
 485 
) 0.7756R(with  A10.812=A
0.7002)R(with   A3.6166=A
2
IML
2
IMPR


 [15] 486 
 487 
The impacted area measures the sum of all the discrete laser beam impacts as the virtual 488 
tractor-mounted LIDAR (cross-section and angular) advances. The resulting area is the 489 
area which can be measured by means of the laser tractor-mounted scanning in real 490 
orchards.  The projected area is the maximum area that can be impacted by the laser 491 
beam. It will coincide with the impacted area when branches are orthogonal to the laser 492 
beam. As a result, the projected area is always greater than the impacted area. If a part 493 
of a branch is hidden by another branch, its area will not be added to the impacted area, 494 
but is added to the projected area.  495 
 496 
The virtual orchard model allows these four parameters to be measured with precision 497 
in a variety of different kinds of orchards, with varying growth patterns.  The correlation 498 
which was found can be used to estimate the measurements in a real orchard where a 499 
tractor-mounted LIDAR scanning has been applied. 500 
 501 
A performance test was carried out using a laptop (Samsung model Q310E) with an 502 
Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU 2.00 GHz processor, a 4GB (2,99 GB available) memory 503 
and a Windows 7 (32 bits) operating system.  The results of this test are summarised in 504 
Table 3. The performance can be considered excellent given the number of branches 505 
and scanning steps which can be managed on a standard laptop. 506 
 507 
According to the results obtained, the L-System has shown its effectiveness in 508 
producing virtual tree wood structures. When representing the tree leaf distribution, L-509 
System productions need to adjust the pattern of leaves facing the sun to match reality, 510 
so that the foliage density is higher in the outer layer. 511 
 512 
SIMLIDAR achieves a full and precise scan of a virtual plant model. Even though the 513 
stochastic laser beam impact is not considered, SIMLIDAR only requires a short 514 
processing time to obtain the expected measurements of a full orchard scanner. In 515 
addition, the gap parameters of SIMLIDAR can be used to simulate a non-continuous 516 
scanning process.  SIMLIDAR is suitable for testing the ability of a computer utility 517 
library to process an experimental LIDAR orchard scan. In addition, SIMLIDAR can 518 
help in testing various numerical library layers of the full program, in the event that a 519 
computer system needs to be developed which can obtain a 3D structure of an orchard 520 
from a previous LIDAR scan. This particular aspect of SIMLIDAR could potentially 521 
enable the omission of some of the more tedious experimental measurements for real 522 
orchards.  523 
 524 
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For the next version of SIMLIDAR we intend to study the leaves in the grammar 525 
interpretation of the virtual orchard. We will also consider other kinds of tree crops, 526 
such as vineyard, as well as airborne LIDAR simulation.   527 
 528 
Use of this software could also facilitate development of new computer libraries to scan 529 
real orchards, with the possibility of unit testing of these libraries. These tests can be 530 
separated from the variability of the sensor interacting with the environment. The user 531 
will have a snapshot of an orchard model which could be used to repeat a process as 532 
many times as necessary. 533 
 534 
 535 
CONCLUSIONS 536 
 537 
SIMLIDAR is an object-oriented application that initially generates an artificial orchard 538 
using a Lindenmayer system (L-System). Subsequently, it simulates the lateral 539 
interaction between a terrestrial laser scanner (LIDAR) and the virtual orchard. 540 
 541 
In the application of SIMLIDAR to different leafless orchards (apple trees), a good 542 
correlation was found between the projected wood area of virtual trees and the area 543 
detected by LIDAR (R
2
=0.7002). Also, a satisfactory relationship (R
2
=0.7756) was 544 
found between the area detected by LIDAR and the total wood area of the tree. These 545 
good correlations support the precision of the scan simulation. Furthermore, 546 
SIMLIDAR has a quick processing time.   LIDAR simulation is a process which is 547 
independent of the L-system geometry used, and has proven to be quite satisfactory 548 
according to the obtained results. 549 
 550 
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Table Captions 689 
 Table 1: Non-stochastic apple tree derivation string (for 2 and 3 generations). 690 
 Table 2: L-System alphabet used. 691 
 Table 3: Performance of the scan process. This test was carried out using a 692 
Samsung laptop model Q310. Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU 2.00 GHz. 693 
Memory: 4GB (2.99 GB available). Operative system: Windows 7, 32 bits.   694 
 695 
Figure Captions 696 
 Figure 1: The order of axes (from Reffye, 1998, p.152). 697 
 Figure 2: Three dimensional orchard model (lateral view) and its two dimensional 698 
scan simulation. In two-dimensional scan the dimension in height and width depend 699 
on value of cross-section increase ( y ) and angular advance increase (  ), the 700 
final dimension could be different to three dimensional view. In two-dimensional 701 
scan the color is selected depending on the measured distance in scan ( ijl ). 702 
 Figure 3: Projected wood area. 703 
 Figure 4: Angular advance ( 1  to M ) for a iy cross-section position. Angular 704 
sweeping ( 1r  to Pr ) for a iy cross-section and K  angular position. 705 
 Figure 5: APR – Projected area (m
2
) vs AIM – Impacted area (m
2
). 706 
IMPR AA  6166.3  with 7002.0
2 R . 707 
 Figure 6: AL – Wood area (m
2
) vs AIM – Impacted area (m
2
). IML AA  812.10  with 708 
7756.02 R . 709 
 710 
 711 
 712 
 713 
 714 
 715 
 716 
 717 
 718 
 719 
 720 
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Table 1 .- Non-stochastic apple tree derivation string (for 2 and 3 generations) 721 
 722 
i
th
 
generation 
Derivation string Three dimensional representation 
2 [I01I01[t+I01I01+I02I02[t+I02I02+F]I02[T-
I02F]I02F]I01[T-I01I02I02[t+I02I02+F]I02[T-
I02F]I02F]I01I02I02[t+I02I02+F]I02[T-
I02F]I02F] 
 
3 [I01I01[t+I01I01+I02I02[t+I02I02+I03I03[t+I03
I03+F]I03[T-I03F]I03F]I02[T-
I02I03I03[t+I03I03+F]I03[T-
I03F]I03F]I02I03I03[t+I03I03+F]I03[T-
I03F]I03F]I01[T-
I01I02I02[t+I02I02+I03I03[t+I03I03+F]I03[T-
I03F]I03F]I02[T-I02I03I03[t+I03I03+F]I03[T-
I03F]I03F]I02I03I03[t+I03I03+F]I03[T-
I03F]I03F]I01I02I02[t+I02I02+I03I03[t+I03I03+
F]I03[T-I03F]I03F]I02[T-
I02I03I03[t+I03I03+F]I03[T-
I03F]I03F]I02I03I03[t+I03I03+F]I03[T-
I03F]I03F]  
 723 
 724 
 725 
 726 
 727 
 728 
 729 
 730 
 731 
 732 
 733 
 734 
 735 
 736 
 737 
 738 
 739 
 740 
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Table 2 .- L-System alphabet used.  741 
 742 
Variable Interpretation Turtle Command 
F Leaf Insert a closed polygonal at turtle 
location oriented through heading H . 
I Node without bud Moves turtle a fixed straight line 
[ Beginning of Branch Store the current state of the turtle 
(location and heading H ) 
] End of Branch The branch is completed and the turtle 
return to previous state stored  
+ Upwards Roll Roll the turtle heading clockwise, 
increasing the current L  angle. 
- Downwards Roll Roll the turtle heading counter-
clockwise, decreasing the current L  
angle. 
T Increase of Turn Turn the turtle heading increasing the 
current U  angle. 
t Decrease of Turn Turn the turtle heading decreasing the 
current U  angle. 
 743 
 744 
Table 3.- Performance of the scan process. This test was carried out using a Samsung 745 
laptop model Q310. Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU 2.00 GHz. Memory: 4GB 746 
(2.99 GB available). Operative system: Windows 7, 32 bits.  747 
 748 
Nº 
iterations Nº trees Total of branchs 
Dimension 
N×M of scan 
Scan process 
time (in min.) 
4 1 360 558,930 2 
5 1 1,497 561,935 4 
6 1 5,564 504,840 11 
7 1 15,168 579,965 26 
4 2 928 931,550 6 
5 2 3,056 1,063,770 12 
6 2 10,415 1,039,730 31 
7 2 29,779 1,319,195 96 
4 3 1,011 1,271,115 7 
5 3 5,112 1,550,580 24 
6 3 15,229 1,562,600 61 
7 3 48,250 1,571,615 174 
4 4 2,064 1,634,720 15 
5 4 4,991 2,482,130 32 
6 4 20,020 2,404,000 135 
7 4 44,658 2,467,105 210 
 749 
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 752 
Figure 1.- The order of axes (from Reffye, 1998, p.152) 753 
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 759 
Figure 2.- Three dimensional orchard model (lateral view) and its two dimensional scan 760 
simulation. In two-dimensional scan the dimension in height and width depend on value of 761 
cross-section increase ( y ) and angular advance increase (  ), the final dimension could be 762 
different to three dimensional view. In two-dimensional scan the color is selected depending 763 
on the measured distance in scan ( ijl ). 764 
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 784 
 785 
Figure 3.- Projected wood area. 786 
 787 
 788 
 789 
Figure 4.- Angular advance ( 1  to M ) for a iy cross-section position. 790 
Angular sweeping ( 1r  to Pr ) for a iy cross-section and K  angular position. 791 
 792 
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 793 
Figure 5.- APR – Projected area (m
2
) vs AIM – Impacted area (m
2
). IMPR AA  6166.3  794 
with 7002.02 R . 795 
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Figure 6.- AL – Wood area (m
2
) vs AIM – Impacted area (m
2
). IML AA  812.10  with 798 
7756.02 R . 799 
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